
AUTHOR BIDS TO FLOAT HIMSELF ON STOCK EXCHANGE 

 

AN AUTHOR is bidding to float himself on the Stock Exchange, and create the 

world’s first completely honest public company, Me Me Me Plc. 

 

Cathal Morrow, 45, previously spent a year without lying and is writing a book on the 

experience, Yes We Kant. Eighteen months after his year without lying ended he 

remains lie-free. 

 

He says: “Me Me Me Plc is in part a protest against the current financial crisis, which 

in my opinion has been largely caused by the greed and dishonesty of the very people 

we were supposed to trust. Too many bankers and CEOs weren’t thinking about us at 

all, they were only thinking about their own bonuses and executive packages. In effect 

they created Me Me Me Plc, and we’re all paying for their duplicity.” 

 

One Investor, xxx, from yyy (That’s you!) said: “ (put in some quotes here. Why you 

thought it was a fun idea that sort of thing)” 

 

Me Me Me Plc will be floating the Intellectual Property (IP) of the story of Morrow’s 

attempt to float himself on the Stock Exchange.  As is he not regulated, investors will 

in fact be buying a signed photo of Morrow sporting a T-Shirt with the slogan: “It’s 

all about Me Me Me Plc.” They will also receive absolutely free and gratis a little 

piece of Morrow, and a share in the movie, book and TV deals he hopes will be 

forthcoming. 

 

Morrow, who was previously marketing director for a company listed on the London 

Stock Exchange, continues: “I think the story of my IPO adventure would make a 

fantastic movie and book. Whether I succeed in going public, or end up being turned 

down by every Stock Exchange in the world, it’s sure to be an amazing ride. And if a 

major Hollywood studio buys the rights to the Me Me Me Plc story, I think investors 

could actually turn a decent profit.” 

 



Morrow’s year without lying was sponsored by Private Equity company, Ten Large 

Capital. The deal was struck without contracts, in keeping with the ethos of the 

project.  

 

Once up and running Me Me Me Plc will be run as a truly honest and democratic 

company with shareholders able to vote on all major decisions, including Morrow’s 

salary. Morrow continues: “And of course I’ll have to communicate to investors 

through the usual regulatory channels. How many public companies send out a press 

release stating their CEO is in bed with man-flu? Or have Annual Reports with photos 

of their CEOs family holiday? Me Me Plc is making a very serious point, but it’s 

going to be a lot of fun as well,” Morrow said. 

 

Website: www.mememeplc.com 

 

ENDS 

 

For further information contact Cathal Morrow: mememe@mememeplc.com 

 

Tel: +34 666 418 858 

 

 


